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OBJECTIVES
This project aim to shed light on the effects of different
phases of lockdown on consumer sentiment and behavior
in Oral & Personal care, Health & Hygiene and Nature &
Sustainability across 11 US states.
Speciﬁcally, we will be tackling the following issues:
●

What are the attitudes of consumers through the
phases.

●

How these attitudes differ across the phases and
how they manifest in each of the 3 key categories.

●

How unemployment and duration of lockdown
affect consumer sentiment.

●

How to better communicate to consumers in each
phase.

Note: The lockdown phases are split as follows:
●

Phase 1: Lockdown

●

Phase 2: Partial Lockdown

●

Phase 3: Lockdown Lifted

METHODOLOGY BREAKDOWN

BIG DATA

01 – EXTRACTION
We extracted 11,900 tweets on Oral and Personal
care, Health and hygiene, Nature and
sustainability in the United States from March 20
- June 20.

02 – CLUSTERING
We ran these tweets through our AI to
group and cluster them together through
unsupervised grouping. These clusters were
then ﬁltered by the different phases of
lockdown.

03 – DATA CLEANING
All marketing and irrelevant social data were
removed to denoise the data as well as outliers
with search keywords with low volumes were
excluded.

04 – DATA ANALYSIS
Through the AI’s clustering, we identiﬁed 8
Attitudes across 3 phases. They were then
semiotically linked - words and phrases.

05 – IDENTIFYING
KEYWORDS
We zoomed into each of the semiotics clusters
and organically identiﬁed a set of 84 keywords
derived from social data.

07 - SKEWS

06 – SIZING
Then, we expanded this set into a list of 2437
keywords over the past year to get a sense of the
relevance of each attitude on the consumer.

47,555,433 searches were analysed across 11
states to pick up region-speciﬁc nuances and
variations.
With different state populations, search volumes
were normalised so that it is comparable.
National average baseline was calculated in
order to highlight skews in themes for each state
segment

07 - MAKING SENSE
0709
OF IT ALL
Through the analysis of sentiments through
semiotic clusters and search data, we were able
to highlight and identify growth spaces that
Client X can take advantage of.

FLOW OF DECK
Deck is split into three separate sections with distinct insights and narratives weaved within
while key attitudes, categories and phases are used to connect them

DISCOURSE
ANALYSIS

STATE
SEGMENTATION

GROWTH
SPACES

Analysing social data
across 11 states, 8 key
attitudes are identiﬁed
across the 3 phases.

Analysing search
behaviour of
consumers across 4
state skews,
skew-speciﬁc interest
in category-speciﬁc
products were
highlighted to contrast
between states facing
different
circumstances.

Summarising
consumer sentiment
from discourse analysis,
actionable insights are
raised across the key
attitudes with
categories and phases,
adding an additional
layer of detail.

Phase | State

Attitude | Category | Phase

Within each attitude,
we explored how
consumers in this
space approach
category-speciﬁc
products and express
themselves.

Attitude | Category | Phase

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
How has consumer sentiment changed post Covid-19?

KEY ATTITUDES ACROSS PHASES

Note: Attitude sizes are based on Search data. Some attitudes have bigger manifestations on Social, and thus would have a disproportionately
smaller size, and vice versa.

LOCKDOWN

PHASE 1
In the heat of lockdown, we see narratives focused on the
difﬁculties and the new realities of being conﬁned at home.

ATTITUDES
In a matter of months, the coronavirus has been declared a Public Health Emergency of
International Concern. Shortly after, the US began to implement containment measures. Plagued
by the new virus and the mental stressors of remote work, unemployment and self-isolation,
Americans now have to ﬁnd ways to deal with the current situation.

KNEE JERK
HYSTERIA
(40%)

ANXIETY & POWERLESSNESS
IN AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE
(42%)

BOREDOM IN
ISOLATION
(10%)

‘Help! We need to protect

‘I’m overwhelmed and confused. Will

‘It has been weeks into the

ourselves against the virus!’

our lives ever be normal again?’

lockdown. I am bored.’

PHASE 1 SUMMARY
Key attitudes

Knee jerk hysteria
(40%)

Oral and Personal Care

Startled awareness over
the importance of oral
and personal care

Anxiety & powerlessness
Conscious optimism in an uncertain future remain hopeful for things
(42%)
to turn around

Boredom in isolation
(10%)

Letting creativity ﬂow:
skincare routine/ tutorial
videos

Health and Hygiene

Hysterical compulsion to
disinfect
Reluctance over new
emphasis on neglected
health issues

Nature and Sustainability

Finding parallels in
current situation to
climate change

Finding a silver lining in Getting informed as a way
this current situation
to regain control

-

Exploring new green
habits
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PARTIAL LOCKDOWN

PHASE 2
Easing back into the new normal, narratives revolve around
relief and anxiety as business and society reopens.

ATTITUDES
Having been in enforced lockdown for weeks, Americans were getting restless and anxious. With
the re-opening of states, there is a sense of both cautious optimism and fearful skepticism as they
slowly start deﬁning what the new normal looks like

WEARY RESIGNATION
OVER UNCHANGED
CIRCUMSTANCES
(29%)

CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM
(12%)

SURREAL REALITY
(10%)

‘Things look slightly better, maybe

‘Going back to my everyday life,

‘People are still behaving

all will be well?’

the familiar routines are ever so

recklessly and there is a lack of

slightly different. I need to adapt

government action. Won’t be back

to the new changes as well as the

in the same crisis soon?’

old routines.’

PHASE 2 SUMMARY
Key attitudes

Cautious Optimism
(12%)

Oral and Personal Care

Health and Hygiene

Loss of interest in inner
Seeking spiritual
world as their outer world
resolutions while
reopens
abandoning physical ones

Nature and Sustainability

Renewing calls over
climate change

Surreal Reality
(10%)

Attention towards
aesthetics and others

Reluctant focus on home
hygiene

-

Weary Resignation Over
Unchanged Times
(29%)

-

Action oriented anxiety

Fear as prompt
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END LOCKDOWN

PHASE 3
Even as lockdown measures are lifted, the pandemic is far from over. Narratives
of Americans easing back into society responsibly takes centre stage.

ATTITUDES
Even as people revert back to their daily lives, the impact of Covid-19 has caused a paradigm shift
in hygienic practices, body care as well as sustainable living compared to the same period last
year1. Conscious that the pandemic is far from over, the responsibility of a safe and equitable
future now lie in their hands.

HYPER SENSITIVITY
(27%)

MOVING FORWARD
(36%)

‘It is on us to ensure that Covid-19

‘Life is slowly reverting to what it

is gone for good!’

was, but we cannot be
complacent.’

1.

Based on search volume comparisons from June 2019 and May 2020 in Missouri.

PHASE 3 SUMMARY
Key attitudes

Oral and Personal Care

Health and Hygiene

Nature and Sustainability

Hyper Sensitivity
(27%)

Shared empathy to
prevent resurgence of
covid-19

Health is vital, as we are in
it for the long haul

-

Moving Forward
(36%)

Practical focus on
personal care routines

Returning to daily life
Nature and sustainability
while maintaining
is back in the limelight
cleanliness and well-being
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State Segmentation*
Summary of consumer discourse to highlight opportunity
spaces that Client X can take advantage of
*State segmentation is done based on the the following dates: Unemployment rate as at April 2020, Lockdown status as at 6/23/2020. Hence the current
lockdown and unemployment rates of each state might differ.

High Unemployment
High Lockdown
California, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Ohio

HH
ORAL & PERSONAL CARE

A PERIOD FOR RESTORATION AND CLEANSING
In Oral and Personal care, consumers in these
states cope with extensive restorative routines
with effective products.

EFFICACY IS KEY
Interest in Effective clean and Specialised
products have increased. E.g Antibacterial soap
(+510%), Hydrogen peroxide toothpaste (+100%),
Sensitive skin body wash (+38%)

REPAIR AND RESTORE
There is also an increased in interest surrounding
therapeutic and restorative PC routines. E.g Argan
oil shampoo (+18%), eye cream (+26%)

Graph showing how HH states skew against the national average

HH

SUMMARY
High Unemployment, High lockdown
A Period for restoration and cleansing:
Oral & Personal care

Increased interest in Effective and specialised products, as well as therapeutic
and restorative PC routines.
Health: Escapism through a boost
Increased interest in search interest for comfort food and vitamin boosters.

Health & Hygiene
Desire for a germ free home
Increased interest in effective cleaning brands.
Desiring Natural Cleaners:
Nature & Sustainability

Increased interest in all natural hair and body products as well as certiﬁed safe
and natural cleaning products
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High Unemployment
Low Lockdown
Oregon, Pennsylvania

HL
ORAL & PERSONAL CARE

FINDING SOLACE IN UPGRADED ROUTINES
When it comes to Oral and personal care routines,
consumers of these states gravitate towards
products that have great efﬁcacy and are able to
provide an added lift.

BIG ON EFFECTIVE CLEAN
Consumers are actively searching for teeth
whitening (20K average monthly searches) as well
as a surge in interest for antibacterial body care
products compared to pre-Covid.
E.g. Antibacterial bar soap (+170%), antibacterial
body wash (+59%).

A BOOST IN RESTORATIVE SKINCARE
Consumers in these states are looking to uplift
their appearances with targeted skincare
products.
E.g. niacinamide serum (2.2K average monthly
searches), retinol serum (2.9k average monthly
searches).

Graph showing how HL states skew against the national average

HL

SUMMARY
High Unemployment, Low lockdown
Finding solace in upgraded routines:
Oral & Personal care

Search interest in effective cleansing products as well as restorative skin care are
higher than the norm.
Health as a priority
Relative large search interest on supplementary add-ons; increased interest in
methods of staying healthy.

Health & Hygiene
A need for sanitary living
Relative large interest in powerful cleaners as well as increased interest for
effective home cleaning methods.
Leaning on natural solutions:
Nature & Sustainability
Relative higher interest in all-natural body care products and herbal solutions
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Low Unemployment
High Lockdown
Arizona, Virginia

LH
ORAL & PERSONAL CARE

DRIVEN BY SCIENCE FOR ME
In terms of hygienic practices, they skew towards
products that products fueled by nature and
perfected by science that have been tailored for
them.

DESIRE FOR TOTAL DEFENCE &
SUPERCHARGE BOOSTS
Products lauded for their natural antibacterial
quality and driven by science see a spike in
interest as compared to the rest of the skews
E.g. niacinamide serum (203 average monthly
search), biotin shampoo (340 average monthly
search)

SPECIALISED FOR ME
Consumers are looking for products tailored for
them, usually gendered. Men, in particular, are
looking for products that are developed specially
for me with 24% spike in interest.

Graph showing how LH states skew against the national average

LH

SUMMARY
Low Unemployment, High lockdown
Driven by science for me:
Oral & Personal care

Consumers in these states are more interested in products that are driven by
science, and have antibacterial properties.
Men in particular desire more tailored products.
Comfort and health are key
Relatively high search interest in comfort food but also seeking healthier
alternatives at the same time.

Health & Hygiene
Strong sanitising for the home
Consumers in this states are more interested in effective methods of cleaning
the home, as well as commercial grade cleaning products.
Nature is the cure:
Nature & Sustainability
Largest interest in natural products - particularly herbal remedies.
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Low Unemployment
Low Lockdown
Minnesota, Missouri

LL
ORAL & PERSONAL CARE

TRUSTED BRANDS THAT SOLVE MY PC PROBLEMS
Even though the lockdown period was relatively
short compared to the other states, it was enough
to shed light on existing gaps in consumers’ PC
routine.

KNOWING WHAT THEY WANT
Brand speciﬁc searches in these states are almost
double that of the norm (e.g. Dial body wash, Olay
body wash, Suave body wash).

INTEREST IN HOLISTIC CARE
Search interests in the following categories have
spiked since pre-covid:
●

solutions on skin issues - acne body wash
(+64%)

●

supercharged boosters - Niacinamide
serum (+119%), Retinol serum (+40%)

●

hair therapy (+21%)

Graph showing how LL states skew against the national average

LL

SUMMARY
Low Unemployment, Low lockdown
Trusted brands that solve my PC problems:
Oral & Personal care

Brand speciﬁc searches double that of the norm, while interest in holistic
personal care products have increased.
Desire for both comfort food and healthier living:
Consumers in these states have a relatively higher interest in maintaining a
healthier lifestyle, but also seeking out food that bring them comfort.

Health & Hygiene
Best disinfectants for the household:
Consumers in these states have the highest interest in powerful cleaning
solutions.
All-natural for the body:
Nature & Sustainability

Relatively higher interest in natural PC products and an increasing interest in
herbal remedies.
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GROWTH SPACES
Summary of consumer discourse to highlight opportunity
spaces that Client X can take advantage of

LL
ORAL & PERSONAL CARE

SUMMARY
ORAL & PERSONAL CARE
Daily necessities at the forefront through powerful clean and nourishment
Searches for essential goods like shampoo and bodywash spike with 60% increase in interest for
established brands
PHASE 1

Sensorial self-care and Control against powerlessness
Trying out our exotic and soothing oral products and bathing rituals as way to escape and create
structure in chaotic times
All in one convenience for the best look
Looking for integrated, aesthtical solutions as consumers reenter society with spikes in body
scrubs and skincare

PHASE 2

Exploring functionality and effective liquid clealiness (High lockdown)
Consumers pampering themselves and exploring new brands as weeks drag on
Established brands for guarantee (Low lockdown)
As life speeds up, consumers are turning to established brands for trusted safety and aesthetical
desires.

PHASE 3

Transitioning back with refocus on Brand Anthority and specialised issues
Consumers searching for the same few products in the same proportions but with renewed
interest towards established brands. There is also a 50-100% spike in interest for specialised
products like hair therapy or sensitive skin.
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HEALTH & HYGIENE

SUMMARY
HEALTH & HYGIENE
Hygiene solution are trending from the start
Trusted brands take the bulk of the search with 2000% surge in interest towards commercial
garde products
PHASE 1

Looking for the extra boost
Searching for science-backed health suplements like vitamins to give their body a ﬁghting chance
against virus
Cleaning fatigue sets in
As lockdown drags on, less interest in cleaning supplies and vitamins with sustaining interest in
maintaining a healthy lifestyle

PHASE 2

Exploring functionality and effective liquid clealiness (High lockdown)
Consumers still carefully exploring new brands for speciﬁc usues as weeks drag on
Established brands for guarantee (Low lockdown)
As life speeds up, consumers are turning to established brands for trusted safety

PHASE 3

Settling into a new routine through Established brands
Americans staying vigilant to keep clean by turning to familiar brands
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NATURE & SUSTAINABILITY

SUMMARY
NATURE & SUSTAINABILITY

Hygiene products come ﬁrst
Searches across phases decreasing over time but in relatively the same
proportion with Hygiene dominating search.
Across phases
Sustained interests in natural body care, health and skincare.
This is especially for products that use natural ingredients to defend and nourish
the body.
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